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Japanese Mood and Modality in Systemic Functional Linguistics (Not in series)John Benjamins Publishing, 2021

	This book is an anthology of four papers that offers a cross-linguistic and inter-

	disciplinary exploration of modality within systemic functional linguistics (SFL).

	Drawing upon the broad SFL notion of modality that refers to the intermediate

	degrees between the positive and negative poles, the individual papers probe into

	the...
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The Routledge Handbook of Feminist Economics (Routledge International Handbooks)Routledge, 2021

	We are delighted to have finalized the Handbook of Feminist Economics project we began in

	summer 2018. We set off with the goal of taking stock of the accumulated wisdom on feminist

	economics from the social provisioning perspective to feminist economics, delineated by Marilyn

	Power in 2004. Power’s short piece inductively...
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Linear Algebra (Textbooks in Mathematics)CRC Press, 2021

	What you hold in your hand or—this is the 21st century—view on screen

	shouldn’t exist.





	Let me explain. Mathematics is often taught by presenting students with a

	broad concept, like linear independence, and then a set of tools for identifying,

	using, or creating it. More rigorous courses might...
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Oxygen Transport to Tissue XLII (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology, 1269)Springer, 2021

	In his foreword to John Nunn’s book Applied Respiratory Physiology, John

	Severinghaus, an anesthesiologist and also my postdoctoral mentor as a

	Fellow at the Cardiovascular Research Institute at the University of California,

	San Francisco, wrote the following under the title “A Flame for Hypnos.”


...
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The Big User-Friendly Cyber Security Gaint - Palo Alto Networks: An Ultimate Guide To Secure Your Cloud And On-Premise NetworksIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	alo Alto Networks, Inc. (NYSE: PANW) is an international

	cybersecurity organization located in Santa Clara, California. Its

	essential products include an integrated firewall framework and

	cloud-based offerings that expand sure firewalls to cover other

	protection issues. About 70,000 businesses in 150 countries

	utilize the...
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Business Analysis and Design: Understanding Innovation in OrganisationPalgrave Macmillan, 2021

	A logo is usually some form of graphic—a visualisation used by organisations,

	groups or even individuals to aid and promote instant recognition. When we use

	logos within this book, they are designed to promote recognition of some of the

	fundamentally different ways of thinking you will experience.





	As a logo...
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ACCA Performance ManagementBP Learning, 2020

	The headings in this checklist/index indicate the main topics of questions, but questions often

	cover several different topics.





	Past exam questions are designated with the date of the exam in which they featured, although

	some have been amended to reflect subsequent changes to the syllabus or in the format of the...
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The Routledge Companion to Sexuality and Colonialism (Routledge Companions to Gender)Routledge, 2021

	Unique in its global and interdisciplinary scope, this collection brings together comparative insights across European, Ottoman, Japanese, and US imperial contexts while spanning colonized spaces in Latin America, the Caribbean, Africa, the Indian Ocean, the Middle East, and East and Southeast Asia. Drawing on interdisciplinary perspectives...
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Positive Psychology (The Basics)Routledge, 2020

	Consider a scientific scholarship that is as invested in promoting

	happiness, wellbeing, strength and resilience as much as it is

	concerned in alleviating stress and distress. A science that

	explores what makes a good life, and disseminates concepts,

	research findings and interventions that can help us flourish

	and grow. This...
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Starting Out or Starting Over: Top 10 Tips for Runners: Advice, Injuries, & Support. Plus! Bonus Habit Shaper and Willpower BuilderMountain Morning Press, Ltd., 2021

	THE IDEA FOR THIS BOOK literally came to me in the middle of the night. That creative part of my brain insisted that I get up and make some damn notes. In that sleepy fog, I saw myself crafting this little book along with its siblings – of course, it’s a series! I imagined them like little messengers, offering valuable...
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Human Resource Management at Work: The Definitive GuideKogan Page, 2020

	Having already outlined in the Introduction the broad content of HRM at Work, we can now move on to explain how the book might be used. We think it is best to work one’s way through the book sequentially, given the first four chapters set the backdrop within which specific areas of HR practice are designed, the next two review the work...
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Microsoft Azure Security Center (IT Best Practices - Microsoft Press)Microsoft Press, 2021

	Welcome to Azure Security Center, Third Edition—a book

	that was developed together with the Azure Security Center

	product group to provide in-depth information about Azure

	Security Center and Azure Defender, to demonstrate best

	practices based on real-life experience with the product in

	different environments.

...
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